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1. Introduction .--- 

The CbJect of the work, which is covered in part by this report, 
was to make force measurements in the gun tunnel on models of hypersonic 
lifting vehicles. This entailed considerable modification and development 
of an existing strain gauge balance. Other strain gauge balances for short 
duration facilities have either been inertia compensated (e.g.,Ref. 14) or 
made extremely stiff with electronic filtering of the vibratory signal 
components (e.g.,Ref. 12). As the natural frequency of the present balance 
plus models was too low for electronic filtering a hydraulic damper was 
fitted. 

A 20" half-angle ccne was chosen as a oaljhration model and showed, 
by comparison with existing dota from conventional wind tunnels, that 
reasonable results 0011ld bc &taint& The two dcltx wings tested, one plain 
and one caret or Nonweller, were the first of a series of slender wings to be 
tested and though they present4 a mere dd'flcult task for the balancz, 
useful results have also been obtained. 

2. The Gun Tunnel Balance ----- --- - _- 

2.1 pbicsl details ------- 

The layout of the modified balance is shown in Fig. l(a) and 
disgramatisally in Fig. l(h). There are three cantilevers (A, B ,q C) in 
what wds p‘art of the x-Igina bdance snd these are connected through the 
flexure hinges (D) to the balance beam via tapered pins. The aft cdntilever 
measures drag while the other two together measure lift and were interdeed to 
measure pitching moment, but proved insuffxiently accurate for this purpose. 

At the front of the balance beam 15 mounted a combined moment senscr 
and incidence adJustor. The whole unit (E & F) is free to rotate about a 
phosphor bronze bush (J) but the end of the moment sub-beam (E) is restrained 
by a pin which is free to slide fore and aft m the balance beam. 

The catch shown (G) together with another underneath, not shown, 
connect the model mounting plate to the moment sub-beam allowing incidence 
adjustments in steps of 79. AdJUStDEnt within these steps was accomplished 
by tilting the whole balance on a speclsl mount. 

Damping was provided by the hydraulic damper (H). Highly viscous 
silicon fluid of 105 centistoke was used and the desired damping achieved by 
progressively reducing the sxze of the piston. In the optimum damping 
configurat.tlon the piston was less than half tne area of the dashpot. Typical 
lift traces with and without damping are given in Fig. 2(b). 

The lift and drag cantilevers used foil type Budd gauges while the 
moment senscr used two silicon strdln gauges (Type TA-IA-12OP made by 
Ether Ltd.). These gauges have a sensltivlty sixty times that of the foil 
gauges . Silicon gauges change their resistance and gauge factor with 
tempxature, a characteristic that causes diffxulties in continuous facditles 
necessitating spscis.3. compensating techniques (see Ref. 15 for example). 
No cnange in temperature occurred during the short runnmg time of the gun 
tunnel (checked by recording the output of the bridge in the 'calib?ate' 
configuration (Fig. 3) and hence its resistance through a run) and it was 

found/ 
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found possible to allow for variations caused by atmospheric changes of 
temperature by measuring the gauge resutanoe before each run. The P type 
gauges have the larger varlstion of resistance with temperature and these 
were chosen to give the best sensitxvity in determining the temperature and 
hence gauge factor (see Fig. Al). 

The circuit for the moment senscr is shown in Fig. 3. All channels 
were fed from a Yv stabllized voltage scarce but the voltage input to the 
moment channel was dropped to 3v by resistors. The SIX component bridge 
network in the moment channel (Fig. 3) was so arranged that for test each 
gauge was in a separate leg of a Wheatstone bridge cu-cuit while for gauge 
factor measurement both gauges were in one leg of the bridge. The arrangement 
of the voltage dropping resistors was such that the current through the gauges 
was approximately the mme when switched to 'test' or 'calibrate' in order 
to maintau a constant level of self-heating. 

2.7 Performsnce -- 

Because of mishandling the balance was slightly strained and this 
res&Lted in non-linear readrmgs which changed slightly from time to time. 
It was essentxal to check the calibration frequently in order to achieve 
reliable data. Calibrations were carried cut before and after each series of 
tests with spot checks about every ten runs as shown in Figures Al to A5. 

The load capacity of the balance was:- 

Lift 10 lb 

Drag 24 lb 

Moment 200 lb in. 

and th? sensitivities were approximately 

Lift, front 0.54 mv/lb 

Lift, rear O-33 mv/lb 

Drag 0.16 mv/lb 

Moment I.82 mv/lb in. 

The vibratory frequencies were complicated by the damper which tended 
to couple the lift end drag. With the acne model which weighed 51 gm a 
predominant 170 o.p.s. v!'!as evident on the lift trace (shown in Fig. 2(a))and 
this seemed to be superimposed on an apericdic decay. The level of damping 
was chosen to ensure that the mean line had reached its steady value; which 
limited the amount cf dunping possible on the higher frequency modo. 

The wulg models, which weighed 135 gm were mounted much further 
forward on the balance and had a domuant lift frequency (damped) of IOC o.p.s. 
The drag traces were very irre&Lar nith no clear17 dominant i?equency. 
Typical 6.r~~ traces are glc,cr. In Fig. 2. 
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As the model centres of gravity were not at the moment pivot point 
(para. 2.1) the lift vibrations were reflected in the moment trace. The 
natural frequency of the moment cantilever was calculated to be 500 c.p.s. and 
was not discernible on the traces. 

The main unusual design features, namely the use of uncompensated 
silicon gauges, the plain bearme; and the hydraulic damper; worked 
satisfactorily. The change in gauge factor due to temperature change was never 
more than $ during these tests and could be determined to better than 54s of 

this % vanati2n. The friction from the plaxn bearing made calibration more 
difficult but gave no trouble in use because of the short running time during 
which the readings never settled completely. By calibrating with increasing 
and decreasing loads and with extreme care, consistent calibrations were 
achieved. 

Full details of the balance calibrtition are given in Appendix A. 

3.1 Models test. 

The cone and delta wng models are shown in Fig. 4, together w1t.h 
their relevant physical. detads. A 24 I*. diameter hemisphere was also tested 
for tunnel calibration purposes. (See pnra. 4.1). 

The angle between the plane of the leading edge and the lov{er ridge 
line of the osret wmg was 6O. At the test Mach number of 8.3 this would result 
in the shock lying m the leading edge plane at 4O and 16" mcdence for 
inviscid 2-D flow and be within 0.7' of this plane between the abore angles 7 . 

3.2 Test conditions ---I_ 

The cone was tested at mcniences up to 30° in steps of 79. The 
moment pivot was located at about the 3/l+ chord point of the cone and this 
limited the incidence obtainable to 37' as the base of the cone came in contact 
with the balance beam. 

The wings were tested 1x1 the incidence range a = 5" to 16O, the 
upper limit being dictated by balance strength consderations. 

The actual incxlences in the case of the cone were determined with a 
precision protractor. The deflection un&eer lo&d was negligible (see Appendix 
A) - In the case of the wymgs two methods were used. The flat bottomed wing 
was measured wth an inclinometer of known weight and the deflection under load 
measured aa allowed for. The incidence was also measured from the schlieren 
photographs. The two methods agreed to within a mex~mum difference of 0.2O. 

Tb;o tests were performed in the Imperial College gun tunnel 
described in Ref. 1. Slnoe that report, the conical nowJe has been replaced 
by a Mach 8 (nominal) contoured nozzle. With atmospheric pressere in the barrel 
the test ctintition.7 were:- 

Driving Pressure p.s.i. MacS No. 

2000 8.25 

1000 8.3 

Re/Inch 

o-23 x IO 6 

0.17 x 106 

The/ 
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The calibration of the contoured nozzle was carried out at 
2000 p.s.i. driving pressure and gave a mean Mach number of 8.25 with 
negligible Mach number gradient. The test Mach number at 1000 p.s.i. driving 
pressure was deduced from drag measurements on a hemisphere as described in 
para. 4.1. Most of the tests were carried out at 1000 p.s.i. driver pressure 
because of balance strength limitations. 

All the wing tests were run with 1000 p.s.i. driver pressure an 
40 p.s.i.3. in the barrel giving B Reynolds number per inoh of 0.296 x 10 8 

in the free stream. 

4. &e!ts and Disou?sion 

4.1 Hemisphere 

The drag coefficient of the hemisphere measured with 2000 p.s.i. 
driving pressure at B Mach number of 8.25 was 0.915. This compared well with 
that given, for example, by Hoerner2 and served 8s a check on both the 
balance and the tunnel calibration. The hemisphere was then used to determine 
the effective Mach number when operating with 1000 p.s.i. drzving pressure, 
using the calibration of the reservoir pressure of the tunnel given in Ref. I. 

4.2 20" Cone -- 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 give the measured lift coefficient, drag 
coefficient and centre of pressure position against incidence, respectively. 

Also lotte on these figures are some experimental results from 
several sources 3459 3 3 9 9 and Newtonian values as calculated in Ref. 3. In 
each case the coefficients are based on plan area. 

Good agreement with both experiment and Newtonian theory has been 
achieved in each case. The lift coefficient would appear to be somewhat 
higher than the comparative results but the difference is within the accuracy 
of the balance (see pars. 5.3). The conditixx o 

Fi ranged from b+ 6.8 to Q= 9.6 and Re = 0.56 x 10. 
the comparative tests 
to 1.2 x 10 thus bridging 

the conditions of the present experiments. 

The drag and pitching moments are in exoellent agreement. The pitching 
moment was so close to zero that it has had to be plotted on .e very much 
expanded scale. 

4.3 Delta wmgs 

4.3.1 Lift -- 

The measured values are compared with two simple theoretIcal estimates 
III Figure 8. For the full line m the figure, two-dimensional flow has been 
assmxed to exist on all surfaces (l.e., as if the surface was part of an 
infinite unswept plane) and the appropriate oblique shock or expansion pressures 
from Ref. 7 used to determine the lift coefficient. The under surface of the 
caret wing has been assumed to have two-dunensional flow over it for all the 
incldences tested end hence the two mngs have the same estimated pressures on 
this surface. Thus the estimated lifts cannot show any &rect benefit from the 
caret configuration. Allowance has also been made for the effect of boundary- 
layer thickness (see para. 4.3.2) though this only amounted to about 0.002 in 
lift coefficient. 

The/ 
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The dashed line is the Newtonian value using C p = 2 sin26 and 
the appropriate flow deflection angles (S) for all surfaces. 

Good agreement with the two-dimensional approximation has been 
obtained. 

This is in accord with the recent numerical solutions of Babaev 16 . 
Although his solutions do not cover the present configuration, a mean pressure 
on the under surface of the order of 3 - 4$ less than the true Z-D value would 
be indicated by his results and it is possible to see a difference of this 
order between the plain and caret wing results at the higher incidences where 
the influence of the upper surfaces is least. 

Babaev's solutions apply strictly only to flows with attaohed leading 
edge shocks. For the plain delta of the present tests, shock detachment 
would be expected to ooour at about 7O incidenoe. This is substantiated by 
the plan view schlieren photographs presented in Figs. 12 (d)-(g) and 
discussed in para. 4.3.4. The fact that the difference between the plain and 
oar& wings was still of the order of magnitude indicated by Babaev's work 
suggests that slight shock detaohment has only a small effect on the results 
for trul indepenaent surfaces. 
results15 

This oan also be deduced from Squire's 
where pressures close to those obtained from oblique attached shock 

theory were measured on the lower surface of a flat delta rnng despite shook 
detachment due to the incidence of the upper surface. 

The Newtonian estimate of lift is poor, as might be expected at 
these low flow deflection angles and moderate Mach numbers. 

4.3.2 Drag 

The experimental and theoretical drag results are shown in Fig. 9. 
The inviscid part of the theoretical drag was obtained in the same ww as the 
theoretical lift. 

Laminar flow has been assumed throughout and this was largely 
confirmed by schlieren photographs though in a few oases the flow appeared 
transitional towards the trailing edge of the root chord. The skin friction 
drag and boundcy-layer thicluxess were oaloulated using the methods given by 
Monaghd, and Catherall9, assuming that each streamwise strip was independent 
of its neighbour and behaved as a sharp flat plate with eero pressure gradient 
with appropriate free stream conditions. The free stream conditions used were 
those oalculated for the inviscid ltit (see para. 4.3.1). 

The base pressure has been taken as half the free stream statia 
pressure which is approximately the value given by ~$0, for conditions 
similar to these tests. This value was also found in measurements made by 
McLellan, Bertram and Moore'3, on th base of a 20" wedge at a Mach number of 
6.9 and Reynolds number of 0.98 x 10 % . 

The agreement of the experimental results with the theoretiosl drags 
obtained as above is reasonably good. The measured drags were generally slightly 
higher than the theoretical for both wings but both values are amply covered 
by the possible inaccuracies of the balance. The effect of leading edge sweep, 
three-dimensionality of the flow and ths streamwise corner on the caret wing 
on the boundary layer or on transition have not been considered. 

The/ 
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The boundary-layer corrections to drag and lift have been included 
for each surface by taking the trailing edge, centre line displacement 
thickness (S*root) calculated. as statedbefore and assuming an effective change 
of surface mcidence given by S* root , yhere 4 is the model length. 

e 
Leading edge boundary-layer interaction would not be expected to 

have any slgnifxant effect under the test csnditionsl'. 

As would be expected, both the theory and measured results show the 
caret wing to have a higher dra g at incdenoe due to its greater wetted area. 
At lower inoidences this is offset to some extent by the greater anhedral of 
the upper surface which gxves less lift reduction. The greater drag is also 
offset in praotxe, though not III the present theory, by the slightly higher 
lift developed by the caret wing. 

Newtonian theory, even with skin frlotion added, can again be seen 
to give a poor estimate. 

4.3.3 Lift drag ratio 

The measured and theoretical lift/drag ratios are shown in Fig. 10. 
Fortuitously, the Newtonian theory with laminar skin friction added now shows 
excellent agreement with the experimental data. 

A maximum lift/drag ratlo of ab?xt 3.7 was obtained in both csses. 
All the differences between the maximum lift/drag ratios, both measured and 
theoretical, are small and it is evident that the extra drag of the caret 
wing is balanced by the decreased lift of the plain delta. 

The results agr:g well with sim11s.r measurements obtained by BeckerIT, 
and Blackstock and Ladson . 

4.3.4 &ck angles_ 

The centre line shook angles were measured from schlieren photographs, 
and are plotted in Fig. 12(a). These angles corrected for boundary-layer 
displacement are also plotted and hence the size of the oorreotlon can be seen. 
Also plotted are the two-dimensional and coniod shook angles. The shook 
angles on the oaret wing were close to the two-dimensional values while the 
plain delta shook angles lay between the two-dimensional and the conical values 
as given in Ref. 7. 

TypIcal schlieren photographs in sxle and plan view are presented 
in Figs. 12(b)-(g). The side view photographs are for inoidences of approximately 
100, the 'design' Inodenoe, when the upper surfaces of both models are 
streamwise. 

Tne plan view photographs show the plx~n delta wing at 60, IO0 and 160 
incidence and the osret delta at 16~ modenoe. At 6’ the shook is still 
attached to the leading edge of the plain delta while it 1s slightly detached 
at IO'. At 16’ the detachment is more notloeable while, by contrast, the 
shook is stdl attached on the caret ~1x1 : for whxh this is the upper design 
shock closure angle. 

4.3.v 
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4.3.5 Centre of pressure position 

Pig. 11 gives the messured centre of pressure positions. These 
models were the thinnest that could be accommodated on the balance and had 
to be mounted well forward of the moment sensor. This resulted in poor 
accuracy as compared to the cone results where the sensor could be buried in 
the model. (See para. 5.6.) All that can be said is that the C.P. was at 
about the expected Z/3 chord pcslticn. 

0 
5. Accuracy of Results 

5.1 General 

For those traces which exhibited a s$nuscidal and decayug wave 
form the mean line could be dstermlned quite accurately. The measurements 
Were taken to O-2 millimetres but were probably not repeatable to better than 
0.7 millimetre. 

Assuming a typical trace deflection of 2 cm for lift ma moment 
this gives 2 Z$ reading accuracy. 

A better estimate of the performance than the worst possible error 
is probably that error which is exceeded on say less than 2% of occasions 
and it is with this concept in mind that the following .sxuracies have been 
assessed, in so far .ss the greater errors of occasional traces with poor 
wave forms have been ignored. 

5.2 Moments 

The moment sensor was independent of the other channels and the 
obtainable accuracy is assessed at 2 $, being made up from a calibration 
error of + 1% and an error in trace reading of t 2$. 

5.3 Lift 

In order to get a realistic estimate of the accuracy of the balanoe, 
the maximum possible errors for a typical run (wing), corresponding to a 
mean lift ccefficlent of O-15, have been caloulated with the following results: 

Trace reading + 2$ of lift reading 

Calibration k B " " W 

Moment calibration + Jk? of moment reading 

Since the moment term, which is subtracted from the lift reading 
to get the true lift (see Appendix A) is typically about i/jrd of the lift 
reading, a total error of + @ of the true lzft results. 

5.4 Drag 

The main scurces of error were those of trace reading and 
interaction from lift. The wing tests gave minute deflections at maximum 
sensitivity and (indeed because) the interaction from lift was considerable. 
For the cone tests both these factors were better and hence the accuracies 
are different for the two casss. 

For/ 
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For the run considered in para. 5.3 above and a similarly typical 
cone test corresponding to sn incidence of 229, the follow&g madmum 
srrors have been aslculated. 

COIM wing 

Trace reading '246 + 2774 

Calibration of drag '296 2% 

Calibration of interaction '% 'S 

Lift error (used in 
interaction) 'S '3% 

The interaction corrections are additive and are typically l/lOth 
ard 4 times the arag readings respectively ana thus the errors as a percentage 
of the final drag are 2 E$ and 2 1% for cone and wing tests respeotively. 

5.5 Lift/drag ratio 

The possible error for L/D, for small errors, is the sum of the 
component errors, giving t 21% for the wing results. When the $ error is not 
small (i.e., near zero lift) this figure osn be much increased. 

5.6 Centre of pressure position 

The aocuracy obtainable in centre of pressure position measurement 
is shown in Appendix C to be given by 

Ax 

( 

AM AL' 
-= -+- 
L M L' > 

x(x+a) 

aL 
with notation as listed and shown in Fig. l(b). 

The dominant effect of the distance of the centre of pressure from 
the moment sensor datum is evident. 

The above expressions together with the errors for lift and. moment 
given before, gives accuracies of 2 0.2% for the cone tests and 2 1% for the 
wing tests. 

5.7 Tunnel running conditions 

Measu'ements of tunnel conditions were not made for each run. 
A repeatability of $ over 6 runs was achieved during calibration. Since 
these runs included instrumentation errors the tunnel repeatability would be 
expected to be better than s. 

6. Conclusions 

The lift, drag and pitching moment of a 20' hslf-angle cone and two 
thin delta wings of triangular and caret cross section have been measured with 
.a strain gauge balance in the Imperial College gun tunnel. 

The/ 
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The results of the measurements on the oone agree with previously 
published data to within t $ in lift and 2 $ and + 1% in drag and centre 
of pressure position respectively. 

The measured values of' wing lift, drag, and lift drag ratio agreed 
well with theoretioal estimates based on the two-dimensional oblique shook 
relationships ana laminar skin friction. Newtonian theory with laminar 
skin friction included gave good estimates of lift/drag ratio though poor 
estimates of lift and drag. 

A maximum lift drag ratio of about 3-7 was obtained for both wings. 
The slightly greater skin friction drag of the caret wing appeared to be 
approximately balancea by a slightly higher lift. 
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Notation 

Distance from moment datum to L hinge 
II I, 11 " 1, L II 

a' - a (Fig. 16 end Appendix C) 
Lift coefficient 

Drag coefficient 

Drag 

Drag bridge signal 

L bridge constant 

L' bridge constant 

Length of body 
Signal from L bridge 

Signal from L' bridge 
Lift when used generally 

Symbol for front lift cantilever 

Symbol for rear lift cantilever 
True lift. Sometimes lift as determined from L cantilever 

Lift as determined from L' cantilever 
Mach number 

Moment about datum (Fig. 16) 

Sxgnal from moment bridge 

Static pressure 
Reynolds number 

Wing area projected perpendicular to upper ridge line 

Loads in appropriate flexwe hinges 

(Appendix B and C) 
Volume of vehicle 

Distance from moment datum to centre of pressure 

Wing incidence. The angle between the free stream amI the mode 
centre line; lower centre line for wings 

Boundary-layer displacement thickness 

Angle between shock nave and free stream 

a 

a’ 

b 

cL 

CD 
D 

; 

52 
e 
1 

1' 
L 

Ll 
L' 

LT 

$1 
MN 
M 
m 

ti 
S 

TL 

TiJ 3 
v 

x 

a 

6* 

e 
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APPENDIX_A 

Balance Calzbratlons 
-I- 

l. Calibrations Made 

Several calibrations were carried out before, during and after the 
series of tests described III this report using different instruments and 
techniques. They are enumerated below. 

(a) Before the series of tests commenced, a complete calibration 
including interactions was carried out using a Solartron digital 
voltmeter type LM 10102 as the test instrument. Checks were also 
made usmg an oscilloscope of the type used in operation 
(Tektronix 502) with and without the D.V.M. connected. 

(b) A dynamic check on the drag interaction was made by dropping weights 
from the balance and recording the apparent drag changes on an 
oscilloscope. 

(a) In situ calibrations of the lift and moment and the drag interaction 
were carried out before and several times during the wing tests. 
These were made by using a slow scan rate on the C.R.O. and lifting 
the weights rapidly on and off the balance. 

(a) Some time after the conclusion of the tests covered by this report 
a further complete calibration was carried out using a Digital 
Measurement D.V.M. 

(e) After preliminary tests with some further wings (during which high 
overshoot loads were encountered) the drag sensor was changed to 
silicon gauges and a further complete re-calibration carried out 
using a Solartron D.V.M. type LX 1420. 

(f) Finally, in order to try and clear up certain inconsistencies in 
the calibrations and results,a method was devised of dropping 
weights consistently from the balance and a dynamic calibration of 
lift, moment and interaction of lift on drag was carried out. 

The results of all the calibrations are shown in Figures A 1 to A 5. 
Due to having been strained, the balance showed some unusual characteristics 
and this together with the different circumstances and methods of eaoh 
calibration was responsible for some of the variation between calibrations, 
though genuine changes of sensitivity msy also have occurred. 

2. Moment Channel 

This was consistent throughout, though .a slight shift of calibration 
occurred in the interval between the end of the teats aescriberl herein and the 
recalibration preceding the next tests. As seen in Fig. A 1, calibrations (a) 
and (c) agreed, giving 0.55 lb in./mv for normal temperatures (datum combined 
resistance reading of 470 = 249.8 n). The variation m gauge factor due to 
temperature was 0-6*/n or about O*&$pC temperature change. 

The/ 
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The later calibrations, (a), (e) and (f) (not shown on the graph 
for olarity) gave a sensitivity of O-575 lb in./mv when corrected to the 
same datum temperature, 
4% in about six months. 

representing an apparent change in oalibretion of 

3. Drag Channel 

The various calibrations are plotted in Fig. A 2. A sensitivity 
of 6-3 lb/mv was obtained. 

4. Lift Channels 

These channels showed the greatest variation. The results for the 
forward lift cantilever (designated L,) are plotted in Fig. A 3 and those for 
the rest aantilever (designated L')in Fig. A 4. 

The initial calibration of the hchannel was non-linear and appeared 
to give a slightly different non-linear line for each position of the centre 
of pressure. The mean line chosen did not pass through the origin and was 
given by 

Lift = I.85 x mv reading - 0.2 - kf lb 
6 

where M is the moment of lift about the moment datum and 0.2 lb was the 
amount by which the chosen line did not pass through the origin. 

The calibrations (c) made durmg the last set of the present 
tests confirmed this value but later calibrations 
from this to a minimum value of I-65 instead of I. h 

d), (e), (f) tended away 
5 and with the final 

dynamic calibration being somewhere between the two extremes. 

The initial calibration of the L' channel was similar in form to 
the Lichannel and the chosen line gave:- 

Lift = 3.03 X mv reading - O-2 - t lb. 
3 

The calibrations (c) gave a slightly different result:- 

Lift = 3.12 x w reading - 5 lb 

and this was used for the wing tests. Subsequent calibrations 
the two above values. Both lift channels exhibited hysteresis 
channel at high loads took a finite time (about 50 m set ) to 
to its eerc (as shown by the dynamic calibrations). 

lay between 
and the L' 
fully return 

To summarise, although the calibration constants of the lift 
channels varied slightly with time and use, the variation through the test 
period was small, as shown by frequent calibrations (< 5%). 

Subsequent calibrations showed continued variations but also showed 
that, at least for txnes greater than 50 m set there was no difference 
between statlo and dynamic results. 

54 
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5. Interactions 

All interactions other than that of lift on drag were negligible. 
The interaction of lzft on drag is plotted in Fig. A 5. The initial 
odibration shows the hysteresis, manly of the loading system. The mean, 
of 11.446 of the L' sensor reading, 
a weight from the balance 
out during the wing tests I 

coincided with that obtained by dropping 
calibration 

1 
b)). However, three checks carried 

calibration c)), each gave a value of 1% and 
this was used for these tests. Calibration (d), sometime after the tests 
agam gave II .4$. For later calibrations this channel had been changed to 
silicon gauges. 

Also plotted in Fig. A 5 is a residual correction used for the 
cone results which corrected the chosen straight line to the non-linear line 
for the appropriate centre of pressure position. 

Note: All the sensitivities quoted are for 9v basic excitation voltage (~.e., 
-on moment channel). 

6. Deflections under Load 

For the cone tests the incidence deflection for maximum load 
w*s O.lO. For the wing tests it was O*lj“/lb which was allowed for, in 
addition to incidence measurements from the sohletien photographs. 

APPENDIX B/ 
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AFPEDDIXB 

N&hod of Obtalnlng Ldt Measurement 

The lift may be obtained from any two of the three readings, front ldt, 
rf!ar 1lft and moment. It is more accurate to take either lift reading with the 
moment. 

Wzth the notation as listed and shown in Fig. l(b), taking moments about 
the moment datum, 

N + aTL - a'Ti = 0 . ..(B.l) 

and L+T;-TL = 0 . ..(B.Z) 

substituting (B.2) into (B.i), rearranqng, and noting that L = LT when 
derrved from TL or L q L+ when derived from Ti, 

L;' = (t-,)T;-; . ..(B.3) 

LT = (l-;)TL-;. . . . (B.4) 

N M 
Hence plotting L + - or L + - against 8 or 8' respectively 

a' 
will produce a stra@t line whose slope 1: kL (l-f-) or %(:-I) 

respectively, where kL cx TL and q 0: Ti. 

These values are plotted in Figs. A.3 and A.4. 

APPENDIX c/ 
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Derivatmn of Balance Accuracy Estmation 

1. Lift/m ag Ratio 

L aiSb aL/D 
A- =-AL+ -AD 

D aL aD 

1 L 
= -AL+-AD 

D D' 

AL/D ALAD 
:. - = - .b -. 

ti LD 

2. Centre of Pressure Position 

L 

Lx -T B 

; 
t 

TL = (*L) 
TL 

M 
x=- 

L 

ax ax 
2. Ax = -AM?-& 

aM aL 

AM M 
= -+-AL. 

L L’ 

Therefore from (C.1) 

Ax AM AL 
- = -+-, 
x M L 

. . . (G.1) 

. ..(c.2) 

. . . (c.3) 

Similarly, since 
T;b 

L=- 
(x+4 

AL AT; Ax 
- = -+-. 
L T; (~+a) 

. . . cc.41 

Substdutiq/ 
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Substituting (CA) into (C.3) and rearranging 

The $ centre of pressure posltlon for the body un&er test can be 
Ax Ax 

> 

x(x+a) 
represented by -, herce fmally, - = . 

L L 0.L 

D76g2',/1/125f315 h3 10/6t, XL 
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